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Executive Summary
The document is a deliverable of the BRAIN-IoT project, funded by the European Commission, under
it Horizon 2020 Research and innovation program (H2020), reporting the results of the activities
carried out by WP3 – IoT Framework for smart dynamic behaviour.
Deliverable D3.1 compiles the collaborative effort from all partners actively participating in the
technology demonstrations. Deliverable D3.1 is aiming to design a Brain-IoT modelling language
IoT-ML which allows to virtualize concrete physical world devices including also complex system such
as autonomous robots and critical control devices, as well as data and capabilities models for crossplatform interoperability. The main challenge in this work is to design a IoT Modelling language
which can embrace multiple domains, such as Brain-IoT. The framework designed could provide the
capability to model several different aspects. In another word, it could support several individual
modelling approaches as well as modelling language.
In Brian-IoT project, the “to be modelled” basket should initially include semantic modelling,
behaviour modelling, device and platform capabilities modelling. Furthermore, the modelling
approach considered should also provide the cross-platform interoperability. Hence, the ontology
could be a way to enable the semantic operability, WoT was born to solve the lack of interoperability
across the IoT platforms, OSGI specification is characterized as a standard module system and
contains the metadata to manage the service dependency. However, this is not a “all-in-one”
modelling approach to model all the fragmented items. This will be our main contribution in the
modelling domain. IoT-A as a generic Reference Model derived from Business considerations,
application-based requirements and current technologies, allows to generate different reference
architectures depending on domain-specific requirements. Based on that, we extend the
methodology to evolve the Brain-IoT domain with all the aspects in the “to be modelled” basket,
through the three-layer abstraction we could define IoT-ML both machine understandable and
human understandable modelling language. A full picture of the initial IoT-ML will be presented in
the end.
However, the work conducted currently is not enough to design a concrete IoT-ML framework due
to the lack of integration between the individual modelling approach, e.g., WoT description, UML
modelling, OSGI artefact modelling and initial IoT-ML framework. Fortunately, we identify the
possible integration points in this Deliverable, and provide the feasibility for the future process.
Finally, this task is a continuous activity, and the final result will be documented in D3.5.
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1

Introduction

The Internet of Things is evolving around a plethora of vertical platforms, each specifically suited to a given
scenario and often adopting proprietary communications, device and resource control protocols. The emerging
need for cross-platform IoT applications and services highlights the necessity of interoperability across IoT
platform for a unified and secure sharing of and access to sensing/actuating resources. Brain-IoT project aims
at offering a flexible interoperability framework that will allow IoT platforms to cooperate, and collaborative
IoT platforms to form IoT platform federation for exchange of resources. In addition, Brain-IoT enables smart
autonomous behaviour in IoT scenarios involving heterogeneous sensors and actuators autonomously
cooperating in complex, dynamic tasks. On the top of that, Brain-IoT will build a model-based framework, open
semantic models are used to enforce interoperable operations and exchange of data and control features,
while supported by model-based development tools to ease prototyping and integration of interoperable
solutions. The goal of this deliverable is to design a modelling framework for the Brain-IoT project which can
be used to define semantic and behavioural models for data and device capabilities, suitable to virtualize
concrete physical world devices including also complex systems such as autofocus robots and critical control
devices. The outcomes will be wrapped within the IoT modelling language (IoT-ML).
In particular, IoT-ML provides the necessary means to model smart and adaptive behaviours by using standard
languages such as UML, together with AI and ML features. In pursuit of standardization, the IoT-ML will be
based on, and extend, OMG-standard languages such as UML, MARTE, and SysML. Furthermore, it will also
introduce the Web of Things (WoT) technology which can be used for platform and device capabilities
description. The W3C WoT models will be considered for integration with IoT-ML. Finally, an initial IoT-ML
methodology is presented in this document.
1.1

Scope

This document is generated by WP3 ”IoT Framework for smart dynamic behaviour”, more specifically by task
T3.1 “Data and capabilities models for cross-platform interoperability”.
The scope of this deliverable is to define the initial IoT-ML methodology that will be used for the semantic and
behavioural models for data and device capabilities, suitable to virtualize concrete physical world devices
including also complex systems such as autonomous robots and critical devices.
The main activities and their objectives performed by T3.1 so far are the following:
1. Identify what should be modelled for cross-platform interoperability in the Brain-IoT project context.
2. Investigate and introduce the possible technologies for modelling each aspect identified at point 1.
3. Define the initial version of IoT-ML with considering the results from point 1 and point 2.
4. Declare the feasibility of integration between individual aspects and modelling approach with the IoTML framework.
5. Plan for next iteration in D3.5.
The result of Deliverable D3.1 will be continuously updated and refined through an iterative process that will
lead to the production of one more release of this document, the second one being planned in month M30.
ISMB coordinated this deliverable with contributions from CEA, UGA, PAREMUS, IM, SIEMENS, ROB, and
EMALCSA. The deliverable D3.5” Final data and capabilities models for cross-platform interoperability” will use
the outcome of the current deliverable.
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1.2

Related documents

ID

Title

Reference

Version

Date

D3.1

Initial data and capabilities models for cross-platform
interoperability

M9

D3.5

Final data and capabilities models for cross-platform
interoperability

M30
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2

What will be modelled?

Brain-IoT targets to establish a model-based framework for dependable sensing and actuation in intelligent
decentralized IoT systems. In this section, we will define the requirements of the IoT Modelling language, more
specifically, we will list all the elements required by Brain-IoT to be modelled.
Through interoperability and federations, multiple IoT solutions can collaborate so as to provide cross-domain
solutions, share IoT resources and the respective measurement in locations originally out of their reach. Such
a federation will not try to enforce a specific (communications, semantic representation, control) protocol to
be established as the sole standard across different domains. On the contrary, IoT platforms will continue to
select the desired protocols to control end-to-end communications and data exchange that suit their purpose.
However, high level interface and some technologies should be used to communicate the desire data across
the platform and domains.
Here, we plan to model and bind data and capabilities of devices to support collaborative behaviour. In the
Brain-IoT project, we identified that the modelling language which is named IoT-ML should be able to model
semantic descriptions (allowing data exchange between different platforms), behaviour (with respect to the
use case), and also device and platform capabilities in order to realize the interoperability.
2.1

Semantic

The main objective of BRAIN-IoT is to create a model-based framework for dependable sensing and actuation
in intelligent decentralized IoT systems. In this deliverable, we plan to investigate the semantic challenges in
Brain-IoT, as well as the current technologies in order to achieve interoperability with respect to the semantic.
It is reasonable to consider that semantic technologies, based on the application of ontologies can facilitate
interoperability among the things and can be used for semantic annotations, such as managing access,
resource discovery and knowledge extraction. In out context, common interpretation of data and information,
based on a global shared ontology, is crucial to achieve semantic interoperability.
In section 3, we plan to list some current semantic technologies, based on which we will propose an initial
combination solution for the semantic modelling. Furthermore, we will also consider the general Brain-IoT
architecture. A high-level design will illustrate how we link the semantic model, as a part of IoT-ML, with the
Brain-IoT platform.
2.2

Behaviour

Smart behaviour plays an important role in the Brain-IoT platform federated environment. In some situation, it
involves the cross-platform communication. For example, in the robotic use case, the robot is able to
communicate with the environment infrastructure. In other situation, it allows for automated devices, e.g.,
robot, equipped with more intelligent behaviours, to complete more complex tasks. Instead, in the water
infrastructure use case, the smart behaviour is represented as Catchment control, System data verification, etc.
We plan to add AI and ML features to these behaviours to achieve better, and higher efficiency, and a more
precise control of the critical infrastructure management.
Hence, it is necessary that we have the possibility to model the behaviours. By using a human readable, machine
understandable modelling language, it could make the device and platform behaviour more understandable,
and easier to be modelled. From the implementation point of view, there are several modelling languages that
allow generating the code automatically. Therefore, it can help one save some effort for the overall design
process, especially from behaviour design to behaviour implementation. Additionally, the modelling language
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will be the input for the modelling tool which we will develop in the future. We keep in mind the integration
between the modelling language, modelling tool, and Brain-IoT platform.
In order to overcome the dynamicity of behaviour modelling, as well as the deployment, we plan to do some
study on Dynamic Reconfigurable BIP (DR-BIP), which is a framework that encompasses rigorous design
captured as the interplay of behaviour, interaction and priorities for static systems and an extension for
handling dynamic interactions.
In section 4, we analyse behaviours categories that could needed for the Brain-IoT use cases, and then
according to each category, we propose the possible modelling approaches. Also, DR-BIP is presented together
with an example related to the robot traffic organization.
2.3

Devices and platform capabilities

If the previous two aspects are the necessary pillars for the IoT modelling language, devices and platform
capabilities are another unreplaceable pillar in the modelling domain. For the device and platforms, in order to
communicate with others, it must know the capabilities provided and required. Hence, a well capacity
modelling becomes an explicit task that must be accomplished. For the capacity modelling in a platform
federated environment, we face two problems: 1) a common description language that declares the capabilities
and documents the offered API. 2) an approach that provides the ability to assemble, manage, and update the
modular software ‘structures’ with respect the OSGI specifications. For solving the first problem, we will take
the advantage of Web of Things which gives the possibility to create the common description. However, for
the second challenge, we have to investigate the OSGI specifications, and search some key points, such as OSGI
metadata, that could be integrated with the Brain-IoT runtime environment, as well as the WoT technology.
In section 5, the WoT approach is introduced regarding the service description. In addition, it presents the OSGI
specifications, and some interesting points that could be combined with IoT-ML are highlighted.
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3

Semantic

Semantic is the study of the meaning of language. It also deals with varieties and changes in the meaning of
words, phrases, sentences and text. If you do not understand something, then you don’t master it，it masters
you! In every act of communication, the involved actors, human or computers, require a shared understanding
of things. A typical way to express semantics is via taxonomy or ontology which is an “explicit specification of
a conceptualization”. Obviously that semantic plays an important role in every act of the exchanged information.
Consider that semantic in the communication between IoT platforms and data exchange for information
exchange, the data will be exchanged, processed and interpreted by the machines. In this case, the clear and
formal definition of the vocabulary and semantic is even more important, because machines do not have any
capability of reasoning to come up with a probably correct interpretation for their task. Therefore, semantic is
essential to bring multiple IoT platforms which were created by different persons with different cultural
backgrounds. For computer systems, the ability to have a clear and formalized way to express the meaning of
the things is an indispensable precondition to achieve semantic interoperability. So basically, semantic
interoperability can be defined as the ability of computer systems to exchange data with unambiguous, shared
meaning.
Semantic technologies provide comprehensive tools and applicable methods for representing, integrating, and
acquiring knowledge. In addition, semantic web provides the framework to allow data to be shared and reused
across applications. Large integrated IoT systems with interoperable nodes are challenging to build due to the
heterogeneity of protocols, data formats, data schemas, and service interfaces. Realtime and scalability
requirements, resource constraints, and device mobility introduce additional challenges in building such
systems. Semantic interoperability is widely acknowledged to be the key to address the challenges and achieve
the full potential of the IoT systems. Semantic interoperability is the ability of two or more high-level IoT
systems to automatically interpret the meaning of the high-level information communicated to them and arrive
at equivalent meanings. Smart IoT applications and systems demand machine-interpretable data for decision
making, and to adapt to different situations and contexts. Shared understanding (i.e. ontologies) is required as
well. Semantic Web technologies can provide these features.
Here, we first explain the initial thoughts towards data interoperability in the cross-platform environment, then
we present the state of the art listing the existing semantic standards for data interoperability, in the end we
propose an initial semantic modelling methodology for data interoperability.
3.1

Data interoperability in cross-platform environment

In this subsection, we address the problems of data interoperability in the cross-platform environment. Data
interoperability is a prerequisite to achieve cross community and cross application sharing of information and
knowledge. Heterogeneous data from multiple sources including semantic and non-semantic data sources
(e.g. SNS data, web data, relational data, RDF, XML, CSV, etc.) have an important effect for IoT service
provisioning. The data are not always in a same type or format always which requires it to be processed and
transformed into a machine-readable semantic format so that system can understand each other to create and
offer services.
Consider a cross-platform IoT application that accesses the IoT platform of a user’s wearable sensors to
automatically deduce that the user is leaving her workplace. Next, the application accesses a smart-mobility
platform to purchase a ticket for the commuter train and navigates the user to the reserved seat. Then the
application contacts the IoT platform of the user’s refrigerator, determines that the user needs to buy some
groceries, and notifies her to stop by a supermarket on her way home. Finally, the application accesses a smart
home platform to heat the user’s house before she arrives. Similarly, a cross-platform IoT application for a mart
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workplace could access the user’s wearable sensors to use the gathered data to monitor their workplace
environment. Such multipurpose utility of things and data gathered by separate IoT platforms could have great
benefits. Such interoperability will let developers create applications by combining data from multiple
platforms (for example, parking information from various smart-city platforms), Also, platforms from multiple
domains can then be combined, for example, a wearables platform with a smart-home platform. An application
will work on top of different platforms; For example, the same application could work on top of a smart-city
platform in Berlin, Barcelona, and London.
In this context, interoperability relates to the semantic interface. Semantic interoperability can be achieved
through agreed-upon information models (for example, defined with ontologies) of the terms used as part of
the interfaces and exchanged data. In our Brain-IoT project, initially we take two types of platform
interoperability into account.
1.

1. For the IoT platforms in the same domain, the realization of this pattern poses two challenges. The
first is how to allow applications or services to discover platforms with relevant information. The second
is how to enable platforms from different providers to expose the same interface and use the same
formats to communicate data. We could define the common vocabularies for the cross-platform
interoperability.
For the cross-application application domain, services or applications access information and functions
from not only multiple platforms but also from platforms that host information from different vertical
markets or application domains. In this case, we can define the Brain-IoT API to access the semantic
description of a platform’s information sources, then integrating the originally heterogeneous data
into one service or application. For example, an application that gathers data from different domains
could access air quality information, and traffic-monitoring information, such as average speed, to
provide healthy bicycle routes with clean air.

2.

To bridge the interoperability gap for these patterns, it is necessary to use the common information models,
such as Semantic Web, Web of Things, Ontologies etc. These models support providers (platforms or services)
to describe the resources they offer in a machine-understandable manner, so that consumers (services or
applications) in a different domain, region, or system can understand and process them. For example,
Schema.org vocabularies are the shared common understandings between search engines and billions of
webpages.
3.2

Existing semantic technologies and standards for data interoperability

In this subsection, we present the state-of-the-art of semantic technologies and standards in order to provide
the data interoperability in cross-platform environments.
3.2.1

Sensor Web Enablement (SWE)

The OGC's Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) standards enable developers to make all types of sensors,
transducers and sensor data repositories discoverable, accessible and useable via the Web as shown Figure 1,
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Figure 1 - Sensor Web Enablement (SWE)

SWE offers:
• Open interfaces for sensor web applications
•

"Hooks" for IEEE 1451, TML, CAP, WS-N, ASAP

•

Imaging device interface support

•

Opportunity to participate in an open process to shape standards

•

Sensor location tied to geospatial standards

•

Fusion of sensor data with other spatial data

•

Ties to IEEE and other standards organizations

The main adopted or pending OGC standards in the SWE framework that could be useful in Brain-IoT include:
Observations and measurements(O&M): The general models and XML encodings for observations and
measurements are defined in this standard. More specifically, this standard defines XML schemas for
observations, and for features involved in sampling when making observations. These provide document
models for the exchange of information describing observation acts and their results, both within and
between different scientific and technical communities. This standard could help to define the data structure
at device level.
Sensor Model Language (SensorML): The primary focus of the Sensor Model Language (SensorML) is to
provide a robust and semantically-tied means for defining processes and processing components associated
with the measurement and post-measurement transformation of observations. This includes sensors and
actuators as well as computational processes applied pre- and post-measurement. The main objective is to
enable interoperability, first at the syntactic level and later at the semantic level (by using ontologies and
semantic mediation), so that sensors and processes can be better understood by machines, utilized
automatically in complex workflows, and easily shared between intelligent sensor web nodes. This standard
could be useful to define the data interoperability at device level.
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SWE Common Data Model: The Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) Common Data Model Encoding Standard
defines low level data models for exchanging sensor related data between nodes of the OGC Sensor Web
Enablement (SWE) framework. These models allow applications and/or servers to structure, encode and
transmit sensor datasets in a self-describing and semantically enabled way.
SWE Service Model Implementation Standard: This standard currently defines eight packages with data
types for common use across OGC Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) services. Five of these packages define
operation request and response types. The packages are: 1.) Contents – Defines data types that can be used in
specific services that provide (access to) sensors; 2.) Notification – Defines the data types that support provision
of metadata about the notification capabilities of a service as well as the definition and encoding of SWES
events; 3.) Common - Defines data types common to other packages; 4.) Common Codes –Defines commonly
used lists of codes with special semantics; 5.) DescribeSensor – Defines the request and response types of an
operation used to retrieve metadata about a given sensor; 6.) UpdateSensorDescription –Defines the request
and response types of an operation used to modify the description of a given sensor; 7.) InsertSensor – Defines
the request and response types of an operation used to insert a new sensor instance at a service; 8.)
DeleteSensor – Defines the request and response types of an operation used to remove a sensor from a service.
These packages use data types specified in other standards. Those data types are normatively referenced
herein, instead of being repeated in this standard.
3.2.2

Semantic web technologies

Tanenbaum, Van Steen in Distributed Systems define interoperability as “The extent by which two
implementations of systems or components from different manufactures can co-exist and work together by
merely relying on each other’s service as specified by a common standard.” Considering the XML
representation, it makes no commitment on domain specific ontological vocabulary (which words shall we use
to describe a given set of conceptions), as well as on ontological modelling primitives how can we combine
these concepts, for example, “car is a-kind-of (subclass-of) vehicle.” Interoperability requires pre-arranged
agreement on vocabulary and primitives, this approach is feasible only for closed collaboration, such as agents
in a small and stable community. XML provides a metadata format, it defines the elements but does not provide
any modelling primitives nor describes the meaningful relations between different elements. Semantic
technologies are means to solve these issues.
In addition to the classic “Web of documents” W3C is helping to build a technology stack to support a “Web
of data,” the sort of data you find in databases. The ultimate goal of the Web of data is to enable computers
to do more useful work and to develop systems that can support trusted interactions over the network. The
term “Semantic Web” refers to W3C’s vision of the Web of linked data. Semantic Web technologies enable
people to create data stores on the Web, build vocabularies, and write rules for handling data. Linked data are
built upon technologies such as RDF, SPARQL, OWL, and SKOS.
Semantic Web extends the Web with machine interpretable meaning, thus establishing data integration and
sharing, and interoperability amongst interconnected machines. The Semantic Web concept is based on the
Resource Description Framework (RDF) which enables linking and merging of relations between entities from
multiple resources in the web via Internationalized Resource Identifiers (IRI). RDF Schema and ontology provide
vocabulary for modelling and describing RDF data. Semantic technologies can turn things to smart objects that
are capable to interact intelligently with each other on IoT. Semantic technologies have proven their
effectiveness in various domains. Among the multiple challenges semantic web technologies are addressing,
one can find: the mitigation of heterogeneity by providing semantic inter-operability, the easier integration of
data applications, the deduction and extraction of new knowledge to build applications providing smart
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solutions and facilitate inter-operability among various data processes including representation, and the
management and storage of data.
3.3

Available Data formats

In this section, we list some main stream data formats that can be used to represent the sensor measurement
value or the messages exchanged between the different platforms. The data represented in these formats could
be the bottom dataset used for designing the semantic methodology to realize the platform interoperability.
• Json is a lightweight data-interchange format. It is easy for humans to read and write, and it is also
easy for machines to parse and generate.
Pros:
-

fast, it can be used only as a syntax which provides an easy parsing of the data and faster
execution of the data.

-

server parsing: it is the important part that developers want if the parsing will be fast on the
server side, then the user can get faster responses.

-

schema support: it has wide range of supported browser compatibility with the different
operating systems.

-

tool for sharing data: JSON stores the data in the arrays so data transfer is made easier.

-

no error handling for JSON calls.

-

dangerous if used with untrusted services or untrusted browsers, JSON response maybe

Cons:

hacked (if it will be executed by the untrusted browser).
•

XML is a mark-up language that defines a set of rules for encoding documents in a format that is both
human-readable and machine-readable.
Pros:
-

it is a self-documenting format that describes structures and field names as well as specific
values.

-

it allows validation using schema languages such as XSD and schema, which makes effective
unit testing, acceptance testing, and contractual specification.

-

it is platform-independent, relatively immune to changes in technology.

Cons:
- syntax is suited only to models where the relationship between elements can be described
as a tree. Any structure whose nature is closer to a graph will lead to ugly and redundant
syntax, losing much of its human-readable advantage.
- no modelling primitives.
- no description of the meaningful relations between different elements.
•

RDF is a standard model for data interchange on the Web. RDF has features that facilitate data
merging even if the underlying schemas differ, and it specifically supports the evolution of schemas
over time without requiring all the data consumers to be changed.
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Pros:
-

it is made of triple, so can be efficiently implemented and stored.
it has all the advantages of structuring information using graphs.
it can be processed even in absence of more detailed information on the semantics.
RDF databases are used for managing and storing semantic data as RDF graphs, it can
use SPARQL language for queries, and it is suitable for static data.
Cons:
- the lack of a single dominant notation.
- various problems in RDF notations.
3.4

Semantic Methodology

From the standards and technologies discussed in the last sections, we could design a simple semantic
methodology that can abstract the semantic data presentation.

Semantic Web
Abstract (knowledge learning)

Sensor Web Enablement
Abstract (organizing web data)

Data Structure
(XML, JSON, RDF …)

Figure 2 – IoT-ML Semantic data model methodology

In Figure 2, there are three abstraction layers which provide a bottom up from the data generated by the
device to the application. This approach can help to represent the data in a smarter way. The data produced
by the device can be organized using Sensor Web Enablement technology, then the data can be processed
from the web, in addition, SWE also makes the data retrieving, lookup much simpler. On the t of SWE, semantic
web can be applied by leveraging the ontology technology. Hence, it will be the key enabler for data
interoperability across heterogeneous platform. Besides, more useful and interesting information can be
extract.
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Data model

Brain-IoT API

(IOT-ML Semantic

Service Interface (WOT)

model)

Common vocabulary (semantic web, ontology)

communication

Brain-IoT API

Data model

Service Interface (WOT)

(IOT-ML Semantic
model)

Common vocabulary (semantic web, ontology)
Domain B

Domain A

Platform 1

Platform 2

Platform3

Platform 1

Platform 2

Platform3

Figure 3 - IoT-ML Semantic model integration with Brain-IoT

The model showed in Figure 3, it integrates the semantic data modelling approach which will be part of the
IoT-ML framework in the Brain-IoT context. We consider the federation between the IoT platforms in the same
domain, and the federation among different domains as well. For the interoperability in the same domain, we
proposed to build the common vocabulary leveraging Semantic Web and Ontology, on top of that we could
apply our IoT-ML semantic model approach for the data representation. In terms of interoperability among
various domains, we could build the Brain-IoT API by using Web of Things which will be the enabler for the
cross-platform interoperability in terms of the service capabilities.
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4

Behaviour

Smart Behaviour is one of the shining points of Brain-IoT project. It will add support for AI and ML features to
system and device actuations, including collaborative context-based behaviours. In this work package, we are
exploring approaches for behaviour modelling. We expect that behaviour can be modelled by the IoT-ML
language, allowing for automatic processing and code generation and also providing integration with the
modelling tools.
4.1

Behaviour types and elements

In this section we describe what we understand by behaviour, both at component and system level, and which
elements can be part of a behaviour to make it “smart”. A smart behaviour can be hard-specified by a user, in
the style of “classic” AI, or can be “discovered” using machine learning techniques (using traditional statistics
based ML, or modern Deep Neural Networks).
First of all, if we define behaviour as the way in which a machine or natural phenomenon works or functions,
we can consider that we can characterize behaviours by the elements it has: a driver element, may be an event
or some data; the actions/work/function of the behaviour, that is, what this behaviour does; and the results of
this behaviour, that can be an event to drive another behaviour or data.
After this definition, we can consider a smart behaviour as the one that has the ability to act, in a data-driven
or event-driven basis, but using some kind of prediction or adaptative element where the action is not designed
but generated with some learning/training process or as a result of applying some kind of heuristic
environment and problem dependent.
4.1.1

Behaviour: inputs and outputs

We’ll consider here what are the elements that a behaviour needs to be initiated and run, and also the possible
results it can generate.

4.1.1.1

Event-drived behaviour

An event-driven behaviour is usually represented as an automata with a finite number of states. Transitions
between states are triggered by well specified events that can be system-internal or come from the
environment. A transition between states may cause the execution of a specified process.
In embedded architectures, reactive systems often have event-driven behaviours. Many of the behaviours for
the Service Robotics use-case are event-driven. The Collaborative Pickup behaviour of Service Robotics needs
an approach where communications and actions are activated based on signals: an event of receiving some
particular signal by another robot, or a sensor input, activates some rule that triggers the execution of some
processes of that robot. Generally, many of these behaviours fit into the classic AI agent paradigm, and the
collaboration between robots could be modelled as a multi agent system.
Other Service Robotics behaviours like Traffic Organization and Environment Interaction contain processes that
may be based on machine learning techniques, but their wrapping behaviours are event-based.
In the Critical Infrastructure Management use-cases, several behaviours are triggered by some event associated
with an alarm. For example, the Monitoring Systems behaviour waits for incoming events before triggering
some handlers.

4.1.1.2

Data-driven Behaviour

A data-driven behaviour uses some data element to drive its activity. Data is what drives element or system
behaviour, and data flow modelling may be the best option to describe this behaviour.
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In the Critical Infrastructure Management use-cases, several behaviours can be understood as a data driven
behaviour as their goal is to make analysis and/or generate predictions given a set of data inputs, probably
using methods for time series forecasting.
4.1.2

Behaviour: action

We’ll describe here what are the elements that a behaviour uses while running and what may be the difference
between a smart behaviour and a “simple” finite automaton that can be designed and/or described with a state
machine approach.
If we consider an smart system that has the ability to act based on data but in a predictive or adaptative way,
we can consider an smart behaviour as the one that has the ability to act, in a data-driven or event-driven basis,
but using some kind of prediction or adaptative element where the action is not designed but generated with
some learning/training process. With this definition in mind, we can talk about procedural actions and
predictive/adaptative actions.
A procedural action would be implemented as an algorithm that applies some rule based processing to the
inputs to produce always the expected outputs.
Whereas under smart behaviour we consider:
• adaptive algorithms where the produced outputs are context dependant and there is some degree of
adaptation (i.e. in the form of a designed heuristic, or a trained population that approximates a
solution with an evolutionary algorithm).
• predictive methods based on machine learning techniques where we no longer have a designed
algorithm with an adaptation element, but a model obtained with a training process where a dataset
of labelled inputs (each input has its expected output) was provided.
To clarify, this is not to say that there is no design in methods like modern Deep Neural Networks, but to point
that its development is of a different nature and the generated model is no longer a human-readable algorithm
where there is always a traceable ordered set of actions that transform the inputs in outputs, but a model with
N layers whose combination and sets of adjusted parameters makes sense for the specific problem. However,
at the end, once trained this model acts in the same way as other AI methods: there is an algorithm, or model,
that produces outputs which are context dependant and cannot be predicted in a precise deterministic way by
the designers.

4.1.2.1

Procedural activity: a process

A procedural behaviour, or a process, expresses the set of sequential instructions and sub-processes that must
be executed to achieve some functionality expected by a call to the process. This process may also take data
as input, pass it to its different instructions and sub-processes for computing, and produce some data as output
result of the process. Control primitives are often used in the process to describe its dynamic behaviour (e.g.,
conditional execution paths, loops).
Processes are often used to describe the algorithmic logic of a particular function of one component. But they
can also be used at system-level to specify the way information is passed through the system-level processes.
System level orchestrations can be described as processes.
Due to the commonness of procedural behaviours, they are the first way a behaviour or a sub-behaviour of
both the Service Robotics and Critical Infrastructure Management use-cases are described. Even if some
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behaviour can be developed with machine learning methods or classic AI techniques, it is easy to consider it
(or build a simple prototype for it) at first as a procedural behaviour.
As an example of this kind of behaviour, in the Service Robotics use-case, the Collaborative Robots behaviour
is based on autonomous decisions taken by the robots as individual agents, but it is also based on a systemlevel orchestration. This orchestration can be simple procedural behaviour. Even, as a first approximation,
simple agents can be designed as units of procedural behaviour with no AI elements whatsoever. The peer to
peer communication actions are also procedural elements.
In the Critical Infrastructure Management use-case, the Reading Process is obviously expressed as a procedural
behaviour.

4.1.2.2

Predictive or adaptative activity: Artifitial Intelligence and Machine Learning

Some behaviours cannot be specified by a strict process or described by a set of well-defined rules. Such is the
case where some features must be processed in order to percept, infer or predict. Methods like machine
learning, probabilistic reasoning, search algorithms that rely on heuristics, evolutionary algorithms,
optimization techniques, etc.
Contrary to the procedural activity described in previous subsection, this is an approach where data is
continuously transformed to obtain some optimized result. In machine learning the transformation is selftuned through training by previous data sets usually containing thousands to millions of input data.
One of the possible elements that can be used to perceive, infer or learn can be a neural network. It is composed
of artificial neurons, with non-linear activation functions, connected by weighted edges, imitating synapses. A
neural network is organized with an input layer of data, one or several hidden layers to process the data, and
an output layer of results. Unlike classical computer reasoning, the neural network builds a model through
automated training, and this model cannot be reduced, explained or described using first order logic,
description logics, or similar knowledge representation languages.
Today there exists many neural network APIs, among which we can cite Caffe, CNTK, and TensorFlow [1].
Previously most APIs were low level but some frameworks like Keras and libraries like Scikit-Learn or Spark
MLib offer powerful abstractions that allow for a high-level design of a neural network. Also, recent researches
focus on higher-level models, eventually graphical tools, to build neural networks [2].
In the Service Robotics use-case, the Traffic Organization and Environment Interaction smart behaviours may
need to have machine learning behaviours embedded to interact optimally with the environment based on
data and previous experience provided by other robots in the network.
In the Critical Infrastructure Management, smart behaviours Catchment Control, Verification System of Data,
and Dam Doors Analysis may benefit from decisions made with machine learning based on values predicted
with such approaches.

4.2

Existing approach for behaviour modelling

This section describes four modelling approaches that could suit the classification of behaviours identified for
the BRAIN-IoT Service Robotics and Critical Infrastructure Management use-cases. For each modelling
approach, we give its definition, an overview of the elements it expresses, its available modelling tools with an
example, and finally what class of behaviour, presented in Section 4.1, they fulfil.
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4.2.1

Collaboration Diagrams

Before specifying some atomic and internal smart behaviours of each individual device, it is sometimes
necessary to specify system-level smart behaviour as an interaction. An interaction is an expected scenario, or
an execution trace, of the elements of a system, and its external actors. An interaction therefore does not
describe the exhaustive behaviour of the system. An interaction describes how such elements collaborate to
perform a desired functionality, e.g., how they communicate by sending and receiving ordered sequences of
messages.
When used to describe an expected scenario, usually interactions are used at early phases of development to
specify a requirement on the system behaviour. Individual behaviours, for each element of the system, can then
be described in a more exhaustive way (given the context). A good example of behaviours represented as
interactions are communication protocols where an ordered sequence of message exchanges is expected.
A collaboration diagram is one of the behavioural diagrams of the Unified Modelling Language (UML).
Considered as an interaction diagram it captures a snapshot of the running system at a particular moment. The
collaboration diagram focuses on the organization required by a system to resolve a specific scenario
displaying an ordered sequence of messages between the collaborating objects. Each collaborating entity may
be an instance of a class or an UML artefact, and all the messages shown in the diagram are numbered
indicating how the methods are called one after another.
Taking this in consideration, we suggest collaboration diagrams as a tool to help designing and describing the
interactions between a system.
In the Service Robotics use-case, the Environment Interaction is a typical behaviour that can be initially
expressed as a collaboration interaction. In the Critical Infrastructure Management use-case, the Platform
Connectivity and Edge Device Robustness can be expressed as collaborations specifying the requirements of
such behaviours.
4.2.2

Sequence Diagram

A sequence diagram is one of the behavioural diagrams of UML. In a similar way to collaboration diagram, the
purpose is to describe an interaction model, the dynamic aspect of a system.
This representation of an interaction model contains lifelines that represent objects of the system, or external
actors. Lifelines have chronologically-ordered execution specifications which are period of activities of the
represented object (i.e., it is executing some instructions or waiting for some event). In an interaction model,
objects, represented by the lifelines, can exchange messages which can be synchronous (sender is blocked
until receiver sends a reply) or asynchronous (sender is not blocked). Combined fragments may also be
represented in an interaction model. They bring control flow to the interaction (i.e., conditional execution
paths). For example, combined fragments may be used to represent loops, alternatives execution paths, and
parallel executions.
In terms of modelling tools, sequence diagrams are supported by most UML modellers, e.g., the Papyrus opensource modeller of BRAIN-IoT. Figure 4 shows an example of a sequence diagram made in Papyrus, where a
robot asks another robot for its position. Communication is asynchronous.
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Figure 4 - Example of UML sequence diagram

Sequence diagrams are widely more popular than collaboration diagrams, yet they have some problems to
fully describe algorithms, the internals of a process. They seem well suited, however, to display high level
processes. Therefore, we suggest its use to model component interactions but also communications between
agents, and the “choreography” (as in-service choreography) of the participating services that interact one with
another to build a complex feature.
4.2.3

Activity Diagram

An activity diagram is one of the behavioural diagrams of UML. It describes an activity model (procedural
behaviour) of a (sub)-system in UML.
An activity model may describe a system-level process, the implementation of a function, or any process that
must be called in another given behaviour. Activities are directed graphs with nodes that denote actions to
realize. An action can be, e.g., calling some particular behaviour. Actions are connected with edges that denote
precedence relationships between actions. In case data is exchanged between two actions, the edges also
denote a data flow and they connect input/output pins of actions that can receive/send data. Nodes can also
be pseudo-nodes for control and memory, e.g., decision nodes that choos the output execution path based
on input data. In UML, the semantics of activity models are subject to the foundational UML [3] specification
[3], standardized by the Object Management Group (OMG).
Activity diagrams are supported by Papyrus. In addition to modelling features, Papyrus is also able to execute
activities since the tool implements the UML execution engine. Figure 5 shows an example of an activity
diagram made in Papyrus. In the activity, data is read from a sensor with some action that calls a behaviour to
read sensor data. Afterwards the read data is checked by a decision node before proceeding.
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Figure 5 - Example of UML activity diagram

Because of its ability to model activities, activity diagrams are suited for the modelling of our procedural
behaviours.
4.2.4

State Machine Diagrams

A state-machine diagram is one of the behavioural diagrams of UML. It describes a state-machine model
(event-driven behaviour) of (sub-)systems in UML.
A state-machine model can describe a system-level behaviour, implementation of an operation, or the lifecycle of an object. A state-machine is composed of states, which is a situation during which some invariant
condition holds. A state may have some behaviour that is executed upon its entry, while it remains active, and
upon its exit. States may also be composite, i.e., a simple state may itself contain other states that are active
upon entry of the composite state. States are connected by transitions which can be triggered by events. Events
may be, e.g., the call of an operation, a timed event, an event explicitly sent by another behaviour. Transitions
may also be guarded to constrain their triggering. Finally, a state-machine or a composite state may own
several regions to introduce parallelism. As with activities, state-machines also have pseudo-states that
introduce control dynamics to the modelled behaviour. The semantics behind state-machines is specified in
the Precise Semantics for State-Machines (PSSM) [4], standardized by the OMG.
State-machine diagrams are supported by BIP and Papyrus in BRAINT-IoT. BIP exploits the state-machine
model for verification of properties based on symbolic execution model checking approaches. Figure 6 shows
an example of a state-machine diagram made in BIP.
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Figure 6 - Example of BIP state-machine diagram

Papyrus is able to execute modelled state-machines since the tool implements the PSSM execution engine.
Figure 7 shows an example of a state-machine diagram made in Papyrus. In the state-machine, when an alarm
event is received, it triggers the transition from the normal state to the exception handling state. We transition
back to the normal state when we receive a reset event from the operator.

Figure 7 - Example of UML state machine

State-machines offer the expressivity to design event-driven behaviours. Therefore, we propose to use statemachines to model our event-driven behaviours.
4.2.5

Neural networks

The previous behavioural modelling approaches are graphical diagrams based on UML. Some smart behaviours
cannot be modelled with such approaches, due to their size and the limited expressivity offered by more
abstract modelling approaches. Such is the case of machine learning implemented with neural networks.
A neural network is composed of artificial neurons, with non-linear activation functions, connected by weighted
edges, imitating synapses. A neural network is organized with an input layer of data, one or several hidden
layers to process the data, and an output layer of results. Through thousands to millions of input data, neural
networks are trained for a specific task by self-updating its weights. Unlike classical computer reasoning, the
statistical method by which a neural network solves a problem can be seen as a very primitive form of intuition.
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Today there exists many neural network APIs, among which we can cite TensorFlow [1]. Most of the APIs are
low level and recent researches focus on higher-level models, eventually graphical tools, to build neural
networks [2].
We propose to use neural network models to design and implement our machine learning behaviours.
4.3

Dynamic Reconfigurable BIP

Modern computing systems exhibit dynamic and reconfigurable behaviour. They evolve in uncertain
environments and have to continuously adapt to changing internal or external conditions. This is essential to
efficiently use system resources e.g. reconfiguring the way resources are accessed and released in order to
adapt the system behaviour in case of faults or threats, and to provide the adequate functionality when the
external environment changes dynamically. In particular, mobile systems are becoming important in many
application areas including transport, telecommunications and robotics.
There exist two complementary approaches for the expression of dynamic coordination rules. One respects a
strict separation between component behaviour and its coordination. Coordination is exogenous in the form
of an architecture that describes global coordination rules between the coordinated components. This
approach is adopted by numerous Architecture Description Languages (ADL) (see [5] for a survey). The other
approach is based on endogenous coordination by explicitly using primitives in the code describing the
behaviour of components. Most programming models use internalized coordination mechanisms.
Components usually have interfaces that specify their capabilities to coordinate with other components.
Composing components boils down to composing interfaces. This approach is usually adopted with formalisms
based on process calculi, such as [ [6], [7], [8]].
The obvious advantage of endogenous coordination is that programmers do not have to explicitly build a
global coordination model. Consequently, the absence of such a model makes the validation of coordination
mechanisms and the study of their underlying properties much harder. Exogenous coordination is advocated
for enabling the study of the coordination mechanisms and their properties. It motivated the development of
100+ ADL [9]. There exists a huge literature on architecture modelling reviewed in detailed surveys classifying
the various approaches and outlining new trends and needs [10] , [11] , [12] , [13], [14]. However, there is
currently no clear understanding about how different aspects of architecture dynamism can be captured. We
consider that the degree of dynamism of a system can be characterized as the interplay of dynamic change in
three independent aspects:
•

•

•

The first aspect requires the ability to describe parametric system coordination for arbitrary number of
instances of component types. For example, systems with m Producers and n Consumers or Rings
formed from n identical components.
The second aspect requires the ability to add/delete components and manages their interaction rules
depending on dynamically changing conditions. This is needed for a reconfigurable ring of n
components e.g. removing a component, which self-detects a failure and adding the removed
component after recovery. So, adding/deleting components imply the dynamic application of specific
interaction rules.
The third aspect is currently the most challenging. It meets in particular, the vision of “architectures”
or “software” [14], which entails a virtual computing experience allowing services to seamlessly roam
and continue their activities on any available device or computer. Applications and objects live in an
environment, which is conceptually an architecture motif. They can be dynamically transported from
one motif to another. In order to remind, motif is the elementary unit used to describe dynamic
architectures, it will be introduced in detail in section 4.3.1.
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Supporting migration of components allows a disciplined management of dynamically changing coordination
rules. For instance, self-organizing systems may adopt different motifs to adapt their behaviour to meet a
global property.
In this section we present the Dynamic Reconfigurable BIP (DR-BIP) framework, we are developing in Brain-IoT.
It encompasses all these three aspects of dynamism. DR-BIP is an extension of BIP [15], [16] - a framework
encompassing rigorous design captured as the interplay of behaviour, interaction and priorities for static
systems |and Dy-BIP [17] |a former extension for handling dynamic interactions. DR-BIP follows an exogenous
approach respecting the strict separation between behaviour and architecture. It directly embraces multiparty
interaction [18]. It characterizes a dynamic architecture as a set of interaction rules implemented by connectors
and a set of configuration rules. Although it does not allow ad hoc dynamism, it directly covers all kinds of
dynamism at runtime [18]: programmed dynamism, adaptive dynamism, and self-organizing dynamism. It
provides support for component/motif creation and removal at runtime. In addition, it directly supports
component migration from one motif to another. It supports both programmed and triggered reconfiguration
as defined in [19]. The big advantage of using motifs is that when a component joins a motif, its interactions
with other components are dictated by both its behaviour and the interaction rules in its new motif. So, a motif
is a \world" where components live and from which they can migrate to join other « worlds » [14]. DR-BIP
shares the same conceptual framework with DReAM [20], which uses an extension of interaction logic with data
transfer and reconfiguration. The main difference with DR-BIP is the possibility to express coordination as a
conjunction of constraints.
The DR-BIP framework is designed to cover the practical needs for the design of dynamic systems, and
therefore, fulfil specific requirements for rigorous modelling and analysis. It allows to:
•
•
•

•

4.3.1

Specify architectural constraints/styles, i.e. define architectures as parametric operators on
components guaranteeing by design specific properties,
Describe systems with evolving architectures, i.e. define system architecture that can be updated at
runtime using dedicated primitives,
Support separation of concerns, i.e. keeping separate the component behaviour (functionality) from
the system architecture to avoid blurring the behaviours with information about their execution
context and/or reconfiguration needs,
Provide sound foundation for analysis and implementation, i.e. rely on a well-defined operational
semantics, leveraging on existing models for rigorous component-based design.
Motifs for Dynamic Architectures

In DR-BIP, a motif is the elementary unit used to describe dynamic architectures. A motif encapsulates (i)
behaviour, as a set of components, (ii) interaction rules dictating multiparty interaction between components
and (iii) reconfiguration rules dictating the allowed modifications to the configuration of a motif including the
creation/deletion/migration of components.
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Figure 9 – Motif concept

Figure 8 – Motif example

Motifs are structurally organized as the deployment of component instances on a logical map as
illustrated in Figure 8. Maps are arbitrary graph-like structures consisting of interconnected
positions. Deployments relate components to positions on the map. The definition of the motif is
completed by two sets of rules, defining interactions and reconfiguration actions of the following
generic forms:
interaction-rule ::=

|

reconfiguration-rule ::=

sync- rule-name( formal-args) ≅

|

do- rule-name( formal-args) ≅

[when rule-constraint ]

|

[when rule-constraint ]

sync interaction-ports

|

do reconfiguration-action+

[interaction-guard ||

|

interaction-action+ ]

|

Both sets of rules are interpreted on the current motif configuration. Formal-args denotes (sets of) component
instances and defines the scope of the rule. Rule-constraint defines the conditions under which the rule is
applicable. Constraints are essentially Boolean combinations on deployment and map constraints built from
formal-args. An interaction rule also defines the set of interacting ports (interaction-ports), the interaction
guard (interaction-guard) and the associated interaction actions (interaction-action). The guard and the action
define respectively a triggering condition and an update of the data of components participating in the
interaction. Finally, a reconfiguration rule defines reconfiguration actions (reconfiguration-action) to update
the content of the motif. Such actions include creation/deletion of component instances and change of their
deployment on the map as well as change of the map itself, i.e. adding/removing map positions and their
interconnection.
Figure 9 illustrates the proposed motif concept for describing dynamic ring architecture. Three components
b1, b2, b3 are deployed into a three-position circular map. Given the deployment function D, the interaction rule
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reads as follows: for components x1, x2 deployed on adjacent nodes D (x1) 7  D (x2) connect their ports x1:out
and x2:in1.

Figure 10 – Motif-based System Concept

This rule defines three interactions between the components namely {b1:out b3:in} , {b3:out b2:in} , and {b2:out
b1:in} . The reconfiguration rule allows extending the ring by adding one more component. The rule is
applicable as long as the number of component instances |B| is less than 10. When executed, a new component
x is created with initial state idle (x := create (C; idle )), a new node n is added to the circular map H (n :=
H:extend ()) and the component x is deployed on the node n (D (x ) := n ).
The reason for choosing maps and deployments as a mean for structuring motifs is their simplicity. On one
hand, maps and deployments are common concepts, easy to understand, manipulate and formalize. On the
other hand, they adequately support the definition of arbitrarily complex sets of interactions over components
by relating them to connectivity properties (neighbourhood, reachability, etc.). Moreover, maps and
deployments are orthogonal to behaviour. Therefore, they can be manipulated/updated independently and
they also provide a very convenient way to express various forms of reconfiguration. Both maps and
deployments are implemented as dynamic collections of objects, with specific interfaces, in a similar way to
standard collection libraries available for standard programming languages.
4.3.2

Motif-based Systems

Several types of motifs may be defined separately by specifying the types of hosted components, parametric
interactions and reconfiguration rules. Then, systems are described by superposing a number of motif instances
of certain motif types. In this manner, the overall system architecture captures specific architectural/functional
properties by design. Systems are defined as collections of motifs sharing a set of components as depicted in
Figure 10. Each motif can evolve independently of the others, depending only on its internal structure and
associated rules. Furthermore, several motifs can synchronize all together to jointly perform a reconfiguration
of the system.
Coordination between motifs is therefore possible either implicitly by means of shared components or explicitly
by means of inter-motif reconfiguration rules.
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The inter-motif reconfiguration rules allow joint reconfiguration of several motif instances. They also allow two
additional types of actions, respectively creation and deletion of motif instances, and exchanging component
instances between motifs.

Figure 11 – An example: system reconfigurations

Figure 11 provides an overall view on the structure and evolution of a motif-based system. The initial
configuration (left) consists of six interacting components organized using three motifs (indicated with dashed
lines). The central motif contains components b1 and b2 connected in a ring. The upper motif contains
components b1, c1, c2, c3 , with b1 being connected to all others. The lower motif contains connected
components b2, c4. The second system configuration (in the middle) shows the evolution following a
reconfiguration step. Component c3 migrated from the upper motif to the lower motif, by disconnecting from
b1 and connecting to b2. The central motif is not impacted by the move. The third system configuration (right)
shows one more reconfiguration step. Two new components have been created b3 and c5. The central motif
now contains one additional component b3, interconnected along b1 and b2 forming a larger ring.
Furthermore, a new motif is created containing b3 and c5.
4.3.3

Execution Model

The behavior of motif-based systems in DR-BIP is defined in a compositional manner. Every motif defines its
own set of interactions based on its local structure. This set of interactions and the involved components remain
unchanged as long as the motif does not execute a reconfiguration action. Hence in the absence of
reconfigurations, the system keeps a fixed static architecture and behaves like an ordinary BIP system. The
execution of interactions has no effect on the architecture. In contrast to interactions, system and/or motif
reconfigurations rules are used to define explicit changes in the architecture. However, these changes have no
impact on components, i.e. all running components preserve their state although components may be
created/deleted. This independence between execution steps is illustrated in Figure 12.

Figure 12 - Reconfiguration vs Interaction Steps
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An implementation of DR-BIP includes a concrete language to describe motif-based systems and an interpreter
(implemented in JAVA) for the operational semantics. The language provides syntactic constructs for describing
component and motif types, with some restrictions on the maps and deployments allowed. The interpreter
allows the computation of enabled interactions and (inter-motif) reconfiguration rules on system
configurations, and their execution according to predefined scheduling policies (interactive, random, etc.).
4.3.4

Example: Self-Organizing Robot Colonies

This exercise is inspired by swarm robotic [21]. A number of identical robots are randomly deployed on a field
and have a mission to locate an object (the prey) and to bring it near another object (the nest). The robots
know neither the position of the nest nor the position of the prey. They have limited communication and
sensing capabilities, i.e. they can display a status (by turning on/off some coloured led) and can observe each
other as long as they are physically close in the field. We consider hereafter the swarm algorithm proposed in
[21]. In a first phase, the robots self-organize into an exploration path starting at the nest. The first robot
detecting the nest initiates the path, i.e. stops moving and displays a specific (on-path) status. Any robot that
detects (robots on) the path, begins moving along the path towards its tail, explores a bit further its
neighbourhood and gets connected as well (i.e. becomes the new tail, stops moving and displays the on-path
status). Two cases may occur, either no new robot gets connected to the path within some delay, hence the
tail robot disconnects and moves randomly (away from the path), or the tail robot detects the prey and the
second phase starts. The path stays in place while additional robots converge near the prey. When enough
robots have converged, they start pushing the prey along the path towards the nest. The path gets consumed,
and the system will stop when the prey gets close enough to the nest.
We model the first phase of the algorithm above using three different types of components and three different
types of motifs as illustrated in Figure 13. The Arena motif contains all the robots, the nest and the prey
component instances. No map and deployment are used as no specific architecture is enforced by this motif.
This motif defines a global tick interaction used to model the synchronous passage of time within the system.
Whenever the tick interaction is triggered the robots update their positions, i.e. they move on the field.

Figure 13 - Self-organizing robot colonies

For every robot, its Neighbourhood motif is used to represent its visibility range, i.e. the set of robots physically
close to it in the field. This motif uses a star-like location map. The inner robot is deployed at the centre and
the visible neighbours on the leaves. The motif defines a set of binary observe status \interactions which are
used by the inner robot to collect all the available information from its neighbours. Finally, the Chain motif
represents the exploration chain linking robots to the nest. It uses a linear map to deploy the robots belonging
to the chain. This motif defines a set of binary next prev interactions, which are used to communicate along
the chain. For this example, reconfiguration is used to redefine the content of the Neighbourhood and Chain
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motifs. For the former, as robots are moving in the field, they continuously enter or leave the visibility range of
other robots. We use two inter-motif reconfiguration rules to update the neighbourhood information:
do-neighborhood-enter(y1 : Neighborhood, y2 : Arena, x1; x2: Robot) ≅
when (y1:D(x1) = H.center and not(x2 in B)) and (y2:x2 in B) and dist(x1,x2)<= Rmin
do y1.migrate(x2), (y1: n := H.extend(), D(x2) := n)
do-neighborhood-leave(y1 : Neighborhood, x1; x2: Robot) ≅
when (y1 : D(x1) = H.center and x2 in B) and not(x1 = x2) and dist(x1, x2) >= Rmax
do hy1 : n := D(x2), B.delete(x2), H.remove(n) )

The rules above describe the reconfiguration allowing any robot x2 to enter (resp. leave) the neighbourhood y1
of any different robot x1 whenever the distance between x1 and x2 is smaller than Rmin (resp. greater than Rmax
). The evolution of the chain is also described by reconfiguration. At any time, the tail can disconnect, or a robot
can connect if it’s close enough to the tail.
do-chain-connect(y1 : Chain, y2 : Neighborhood, x1; x2 : Robot) ≅
when (y1 : D(x1) = H.tail ^ not(x2 in B )) and (y2 : D(x1) = H.center and x2 in B)
do y1.migrate(x2), (y1: n = H.extend(), D(x2) := n )
do-chain-disconnect(y1 : Chain, x1 : Robot) ≅
when (y1 : D(x1) = H.tail) and (y1 : x1:timeout = true )
do (y1: n := D(x1), B.delete(x1), H.remove(n) )
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5

Device and platform capabilities

In terms of device capabilities, the initial idea is that we will use the existing IoT platforms. In consequence, we
could use the APIs provided in the specific platforms and we then design an abstract description which will
wrap these exiting APIs. This abstract description can be the enabler for the cross-platform interoperability.
Furthermore, if we create this description manually for each platform, it will be less efficient, and will needs a
lot of effort. So, we could identify the classification of the resource type, and design generators to automatically
generate the descriptions, which will be pushed into the Thing directory in our initial architecture. WoT will be
considered for the description.
In our project context, it will be able to model:
✓
✓
✓

Sensors and Actuators
Autonomous robots
Critical control devices

Device capabilities composite software artefacts should be expressed with:
✓ Communication protocol, e.g. Rest HTTP, MQTT
✓ APIs
✓ Data format
5.1

Thing Description

IoT emerged from a number of different fields such as Wireless Sensor Networks, Automation Systems, and
Supply Chain Management – where the term was originally coined. With the diverse original technologies and
already installed base, today’s IoT systems are heterogeneous and their services use a wide range of different
APIs over different protocols. Even with the recent convergence toward a smaller set of Internet protocols such
as HTTP, CoAP, and MQTT, different systems still exhibit small differences that render them incompatible; in
most cases manual integration work is required.
To increase the interoperability among IoT systems, it would be helpful to rely on common description
languages that declare the capabilities and document the offered API. On the Web, the index page of a Web
site is usually the entry point for humans to learn which services are offered and how to use them. This works
through well-defined building blocks such as URIs to identify and locate services, registered media types to
consume the content, and HTML as a common language to tie everything together. The W3C Web of Things
(WoT) group is currently developing an equivalent to such an index page but for Things: the W3C Thing
Description (TD). The following subsections presents the W3C WoT building blocks and explains how they can
describe services under requirements of Brain IoT.
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5.1.1

Web of Things (WoT)

In general, the mission of W3C Web of Thing is to counter the fragmentation of the IoT. In spring 2015 the
WoT Interest Group (IG) was chartered to identify the key application building blocks that would turn a
fragmented IoT into an interoperable Web of Things. End of 2016, W3C Members chartered the WoT Working
Group (WG) to standardize the identified building blocks. Both the Thing Description (TD) and the
accompanying Binding Templates are in the context of service description. The other two building blocks, the
Scripting API for a common IoT runtime system similar to the Web browser and cross-cutting Security and

Figure 14 - WoT Architecture and used building blocks (sources: https://w3c.github.io/wot-architecture/)

Privacy guidelines have other purpose, and hence are not discussed in detail in this document. Figure 14 shows
an abstract WoT architecture highlighting the main use cases and how the building blocks come into play.
In addition to the common Thing-to-cloud and Gateway use cases, the WoT Architecture [22] also addresses
Thing-to-Thing interaction (including resource-constrained devices) and complementing existing devices.
Relying on common Web technologies such as JSON and JavaScript, WoT also fosters a seamless integration
of IoT into the World Wide Web.
The WoT Thing Description (TD) [23] is the central and only mandatory building block of a WoT-enabled
system. It can be considered as the “index.html for Things”. The TD comprises semantic metadata describing
the Thing itself (e.g. name, location, application context, and software and hardware versions), the offered
services in form of formally defined WoT Interaction Patterns (i.e., Properties, Actions, and Events), the data
model used in messages, and relations to other Things expressed through annotated Web Links [RFC8288].
Properties expose internal state of a Thing that can be directly accessed (read) and optionally manipulated
(write). Typical use cases are configuration parameters, sensor readings, and setpoints that control actuators
through Thing-internal logic (i.e., a setpoint can be updated instantaneously, while the underlying physical
property adjusts over time in the background). Things can also choose to make Properties observable by
pushing the new state after a change to registered observers following best effort mechanisms (e.g. CoAP
Observe).
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Actions allow to invoke functions of a Thing. These manipulate the internal state of Thing in a way that is not
possible through setting Properties. Examples are changing internal state that is not exposed as Property (i.e.,
hidden state), changing multiple Properties, and changing Properties over time or with a process that shall not
be disclosed. Usually, Actions model physical processes that need time to complete (e.g. opening a valve), but
can also be used to abstract RPC-like calls of existing platforms.
Events cover the push model where state change notifications, discrete events (e.g. alerts), or streams of values
are sent asynchronously to the receiver. Events may be triggered through conditions resulting from internal
state of the Thing and could not be observed through Properties. Events are different from observable
Properties in that their data cannot be accessed at any time, but only when a notification is emitted by the
Thing.
The Thing Description and the presented interaction model is backed by a formal Semantic Web ontology (i.e.,
OWL), which makes the semantic descriptions machine-interpretable. Figure 15 shows the core model in form
of a UML diagram. Additional diagrams of the data schema and security model can be found in the latest
Working Draft [24] Being Linked Data, Thing Descriptions have natural extension points: importing additional
Linked Data vocabularies allows for further annotations of each data element (e.g. the Thing itself, Interactions,
data schemas, and links).
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Figure 15 - Thing Description core model

By default, TD instances are serialized in a JSON format that also allows JSON-LD 1.1 processing. The latter
provides a powerful feature to represent knowledge about Things in a machine-understandable way due to
the usage of the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and related Semantic Web tooling such as SPARQL
query processors and reasoners. This tooling is in particular helpful when organizing TDs in a directory, which
then can expose powerful semantic lookup interfaces.
The following example in Figure 16 shows a simple TD instance in JSON-based serialization describing a CoAPenabled lamp secured with DTLS. It offers each a Property, Action, and Event, which should be sufficiently
described through the human-readable “description” field. Note that this example is minimalistic and does not
have any machine-interpretable annotations about the semantic meaning of the offered WoT Interactions.
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{
"id": "urn:dev:wot:com:example:servient:lamp",
"name": "MyLampThing",
"description" : "MyLampThing uses JSON-LD 1.1 serialization",
"security": [{"scheme": "psk"}],
"properties": {
"status": {
"description" : "Shows the current status of the lamp",
"type": "string",
"forms": [{
"href": "coaps://mylamp.example.com/status"
}]
}
},
"actions": {
"toggle": {
"description" : "Turn on or off the lamp",
"forms": [{
"href": "coaps://mylamp.example.com/toggle"
}]
}
},
"events": {
"overheating": {
"description" : "Lamp reaches a critical temperature (overheating)",
"type": "string",
"forms": [{
"href": "coaps://mylamp.example.com/oh"
}]
}
}
}
Figure 16 - Example of a Thing Description

The WoT Binding Templates [25] is an informational document that explains how the TD model, vocabulary,
and extension points are used to describe concrete devices and protocols such as HTTP, CoAP, and MQTT.
Moreover, it provides an initial set of templates that can be reused to describe Things of existing ecosystems
such as OCF or LWM2M.
Furthermore, the document explains how TD entries are used to configure a vanilla protocol stack to generate
message that will be understood by the targeted IoT device. For instance, both OCF and oneM2M use CoAP,
but they have their own CoAP dialects to encode information. These are documented in the “forms” field of
TDs using a generic CoAP vocabulary, which can be fed to a generic CoAP implementation to produce an
interoperable message.
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5.1.2

Semantic Annotation of Thing Descriptions

While Linked Data vocabularies allow one to add annotations on any element of a Thing Descriptions, there
are three main levels for semantic annotations: the Thing level for capabilities, the Interaction level, and the
data level. The recommended way is to use the “@type” field, which takes RDF classes as values. The latter
must be imported using the “@context” field of the TD following the normal JSON-LD mechanism [26]. How
the semantic models used for annotations are designed is describe in Section 3. iot.schema.org is a
collaborative initiative within the well-known schema.org community that designs such an annotation
framework (see Figure 17). The initiative is aligned with the recommendations of the W3C WoT Working Group
and can serve as an example for an approach specifically designed for Brain-IoT. Ideally, the results from BrainIoT will be contributed seamlessly to the open iot.schema.org activity.

Figure 17 - iot.schema.org annotation ontology

The “@type” field at the Thing level (top level of a TD in Figure 18) is used to list capabilities of a Thing rather
than giving an absolute Thing type. This means that instead of having a “DimmableColourLight” class that all
dimmable RGB luminaires world-wide must implement, TDs compose complex behaviour from a set of base
capabilities such as “LightControl”, “Dimming”, and “ColourControl”. This follows the conclusion of the IAB
Workshop on IoT Semantic Interoperability [27]to build ‘Thing molecules’ form atomic definitions, as rigorous
typing will not scale with the number of manufacturers, product lines, and models of products in the IoT. Each
capability annotation indicated the presence of a loosely defined set of WoT Interactions that implement the
agreed-on capability. For instance, the “Dimming” capability might either be implemented by a single Property
that takes a brightness setpoint, an Action that takes a target brightness and a transition time, or two
Properties, one taking the brightness setpoint and one taking a transition time configuration parameter. In
addition, the “@type” field at the Thing level can be used for high-level annotations simply used for discovery,
and hence have no further constraints on the other levels. Examples are “Sensor” and “Actuator” from
iot.schema.org.
The “@type” field at the Interaction level (see iot:SwitchStatus or iot:TemperatureAlarm in Figure 18
identifies the semantic meaning of a Property, Action, or Event. Continuing with the example from above, the
first model of the dimmable colour light would have a one Property annotated with “BrightnessLevel”. The
Action version of the light would have one Action annotated with “SetDimmer”. The last model would have
one Property annotated with “BrightnessLevel” and one Property annotated with “TransitionTime”.
The data level differs slightly between Interaction Patterns. Since a Property is an Interaction that directly
exposes data, the “@type” field of a Property is also the annotation of the data provided by it (technically, a
Property node inherits from both the “InteractionPattern” class and the “DataSchema” class, which is possible
in RDF and a key difference to object-oriented models). This requirement becomes apparent when comparing
two Things that provide equivalent data in different ways: Imagine one weather station that has a single “status”
Property, which exposes an object type, which in turn has the sub-properties “temperature”, “humidity”, and
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“pressure”. Then imagine another weather station that has three Properties that allow direct access to
“temperature”, “humidity”, and “pressure”. Assuming the same unit, precision, etc., the data from each
“temperature”, “humidity”, and “pressure” is semantically equivalent. Thus, the same RDF class should apply at
both, the sub-property of a structured Property and a simple Property directly offering the unstructured data.
For Actions and Events1, the data level is within the “input” and “output” fields of the Interaction element.
Follows the dimmable colour light example, the Action annotated with “SetDimmer” would have an “input”
field of type “object” and two sub-properties, one annotated with “BrightnessLevel” and one annotated with
“TransitionTime”.
The terms used (e.g. “LightControl” or “BrightnessLevel”) must come from an agreed-upon and clearly
identifiable vocabulary. For this, Linked Data uses namespaces that reuse the governance of DNS names by
using base URIs as unique prefixes. As this would make documents quite verbose, a prefixing mechanism is
widely applied. The examples given above are taken from iot.schema.org and hence would have the prefix
http://iot.schema.org/ – however, note that the prototype available at the time of writing is hosted under
http://iotschema.org/ without the first dot! When importing this vocabulary into a TD, a prefix can be chosen
using the following entry in the TD: `"@context": { "iot": "http://iotschema.org/" }`. With this, all
terms from above would be prefixed with “iot:” when appearing in a TD as shown in Figure 18.
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{
"@context": [ "http://www.w3.org/ns/td",
{"iot": "http://iotschema.org/"} ],
"@type" : "Thing",
"id": "urn:dev:wot:com:example:servient:lamp",
"name": "MyLampThing",
"description" : "MyLampThing uses JSON-LD 1.1 serialization",
"security": [{"scheme": "psk"}],
"properties": {
"status": {
"@type" : "iot:SwitchStatus",
"description" : "Shows the current status of the lamp",
"writable": false,
"observable": false,
"type": "string",
"forms": [{
"href": "coaps://mylamp.example.com/status",
"mediaType": "application/json"
}]
}
},
"actions": {
"toggle": {
"@type" : "iot:SwitchStatus",
"description" : "Turn on or off the lamp",
"forms": [{
"href": "coaps://mylamp.example.com/toggle",
"mediaType": "application/json"
}]
}
},
"events": {
"overheating": {
"@type" : "iot:TemperatureAlarm",
"description" : "Lamp reaches a critical temperature
(overheating)",
"type": "string",
"forms": [{
"href": "coaps://mylamp.example.com/oh",
"mediaType": "application/json"
}]
}
}
}
Figure 18 - Example of annotated Thing Description
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...
"actions": {
"fade" {
"@type": "iot:SetDimmer",
"description": "Smooth fade in and out animation",
"input": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"target": {
"@type": "iot:CurrentLevel",
"type": "integer",
"minimum": 0,
"maximum": 100
},
"duration": {
"@type": "iot:TransitionTime",
"type": "number"
}
},
"required": ["target","duration"],
},
"output": {"type": "string"},
"forms": [...]
}
...
}
...
Figure 19 – Example of Actions with Input and Output

5.1.3

Thing Directory (TDD)

Things can be managed in so-called Thing Directories (TDDs), which store the TD information in a Knowledge
Base, a semantic graph database that allows rich queries based on SPARQL [28]. TDDs are aligned with the
CoRE Resource Directory (RD) [29] ,which is primarily used for the device management of CoAP [30] endpoints
(devices), but also works for HTTP-based endpoints. TDDs inherit the Web interface for registration, registration
updates, and removal from the CoRE RD (draft) specification, and also apply the automatic removal of devices
after a given lifetime expired without receiving a registration update. This allows TDDs to handle the dynamic
availability of mobile, sleeping, and failing devices, which are common in IoT. Figure 20 illustrates the
interaction with a CoRE RD using CoAP method names and response codes. HTTP works similar with the
corresponding “201 Created” and “200 OK” response codes.
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Figure 20 – CoRE Resource Directory

Unlike RDs, Thing Directories are built around a semantic Knowledge Base, a graph database that stores Linked
Data on form of RDF triples. Furthermore, they provide a SPARQL endpoint for rich semantic queries. The latter
extends the existing lookup interface of CoRE RD, which returns CoRE Link Format
[https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6690] for endpoint and resource queries. The query is based on a byte-wise
comparison of Web Linking attributes [31] , which are passed as URI query parameters within a GET request
and allow for a trailing ’*’ (asterisk) wildcard to match any remaining suffixes.

Figure 21 – WoT Thing Directory

Note that TDDs are currently not part of W3C Recommendation track work, meaning there is no normative
work to the date of writing. Figure 21 illustrates the current draft proposal of the WoT Interest Group (IG), as it
is used in the IG PlugFests. The query can be submitted as url-encoded query parameter or, ideally, in the
payload of a POST request to the semantic lookup interface (here /td-lookup/sem), where the Content-Type
header identifies the actual query format. Current implementations work with SPARQL queries [32] and JSONLD frame objects [33] The result is a list of matching TDs, which can be linked or directly embedded in the
response. Overall, the interfaces of TDD can still be shaped by experiences and results, as normative work is
expected to start mid of 2019.
5.1.4

WoT in Brain-IoT

W3C Web of Things can provide the Thing Description model and serialization format as service description
framework for Brain-IoT together with the Thing Directory as directory service for registration and look-up of
services leveraging semantics for rich queries. Furthermore, the formal model of the Thing Description can be
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integrated into the overarching IoT-ML. The Semantic Web ontology of TD can be represented in UML as
shown in Figure 15, which provides a seamless connection point to “UML-IoT-A” presented in Section 6.
In Brain-IoT, there is consensus on using TD to describe the smart objects that can be used by edge nodes
hosting and executing smart behaviours. With this, the environment can be indexed in a Thing Directory and
becomes discoverable by the edge nodes. It is still under discussion how far this concept should be pushed
toward edge nodes or even the backend. TDs are also fully capable of describing the services offered by edge
nodes and can also describe the interfaces and general metadata of Smart Behaviour packages. For instance,
a robot – which qualifies as an edge node as it is capable of hosting and executing smart behaviours – could
have a TD describing the basic platform and behaviour as well as the currently loaded Smart Behaviours. With
this it can be registered in a Thing Directory (TDD), so that the backend, which is responsible to coordinate and
dispatch tasks to robots, can find suitable robots through semantic queries to the TDD. In the end, robots are
smart objects as well and a common description language would further harmonize the Brain-IoT architecture.
For the integration of TD into IoT-ML, a starting point is to identify corresponding classes in the different
models. iot.schema.org already has “Sensor” and “Actuator”, which are sub-classes of the “Device” class, which
is used for a rough classification of Things. This corresponds to the “Sensor” and “Actuator” classes of UMLIoT-A. Furthermore, the Feature of Interest model of iot.schema.org corresponds to the “PhysicalEntity”
integration mechanism of UML-IoT-A. State machine definitions of Smart Behaviour could be related to WoT
Interaction Patterns, where an Interaction annotation class clearly identifies a state machine model, so that, for
instance the expected behaviour of a TD Action can be formally described using state machines.
To progress further an example of an UML-IoT-A definition for a concrete smart object is required.
Another connection point is the WoT Scripting API, which provides a common interface to implement the
behaviour of WoT Interactions. IoT-ML definitions could be used to generate corresponding JavaScript code
or stubs to implement the behaviour. Or IoT-ML definitions can be used to verify the correctness of a script
according to a behaviour model.
5.2

OSGI artefacts

OSGi concerns - how to assemble, manage and update - modular software `structures`. OSGi specifications
may apply to several structural layers of a software hierarchy.
•

•
•

Bundle Level: Create the desired (in JVM) composite assembly from a set of OSGi bundles. The OSGi
resolver determines - which Bundles are required to create the required Composite Assembly - i.e.
to close the graph of Bundle Requirements / Capabilities.
OSGi µServices: Wiring together the resulting local Java services created by these assemblies.
Remote Services [Optional]: Exporting Service that needs to be accessed by entities outside the local
JVM.

Each of these layers will associate with a cluster of specifications.
OSGi is the open Industry Standard for Java modularity; OSGi modularity can be used with any language whose
target runtime is the Java VM; OSGi is architecture neutral - by this we mean that while specifications are
provided for synchronous, / asynchronous and messaging streaming based designed, OSGi also - via HTTP and
JAX-RS whiteboard specifications - provides elegant support for REST based services.
OSGi does not mandate any particular protocol or architectural patter or behaviour. OSGi can be considered
orthogonal / complementary to Behaviour, Interaction, Priority (BIP) type frameworks and to W3C/WoT.
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5.2.1

Modularity and Dependencies

As soon as you create Modules, you create a dependency management problem. The OSGi Alliance addresses
this issue via a generic Requirements-Capabilities dependency management model.
This model consists of a small number of primitive concepts:
•
•
•

•
•

•

Artefact - The primary Artefact is the OSGi Bundle (a JAR file); but other examples of Artefacts
include software Certificates, or physical components such as a secure USB key store.
Environment - The runtime Environment within which an Artefact may be installed: i.e. a physical
host, a container, or an OSGi framework.
Resource - A formal description of the Artefact specifying what that Artefact can contribute to the
host Environment (its Capabilities) and what it needs from the Environment to function (its
Requirements).
Namespace - Capabilities and Requirements are defined in appropriate namespaces; every
Requirement belongs to a namespace and can only require Capabilities in the same namespace.
Capability - Describes a feature or function of the Resource when installed in the Environment. A
Capability has a type (specifying namespace) and a set of key/value properties. Properties are key
value pairs, where the keys are strings and values can be scalars or collections of String, Integer,
Double, and Long.
Requirement - Specifies a Capability needed in an Environment. A Requirement consists of a type
and an OSGi filter expressed as an LDAP expression. A Requirement can be mandatory or optional.

Resolving is then the process of constructing a complete, closed set of Resources from a list of initial
Requirements, a description of the Environment’s Capabilities, and one or more repositories with available
Resources. Once this list of resources is known the associated artefacts can be installed: i.e. the OSGi Framework
uses the Resolver to wire together a given set of bundles at runtime. The relationship between Resource,
Capability, and Reuirement is shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22 – OSGI Resource, Capability and Requirement Structure

However, what is perhaps less well appreciated is that the Resolver can select the most appropriate bundles
for a given target ‘Environment’ from diverse set of alternate Bundle implementations.
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5.2.2

Namespaces

OSGi Alliance Specifications currently define the following Requirements / Capabilities Namespaces:
osgi.identity - Used to identify a resource type and provide a unique name: e.g. for a Certificate the type could
be x509 and the name could then its SHA-1 fingerprint.
osgi.ee - An OSGi Framework must register capabilities for all the execution environments the Java VM is
known to be backward compatible with. For example, if the Java VM provides Java SE 6, then it is backward
compatible with 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, and 1.6. The osgi.ee capability defines the provided versions as a comma
separated list.
osgi.native - Used to describe the native environment in which the Framework is executing. An OSGi
Framework must provide a capability in the osgi.native namespace that represents the native environment in
which the Framework is executing.
osgi.content - Different repositories can advertise different formats; each of those format capabilities being
identified with a unique SHA-256 checksum and a URL.
osgi.wiring.package - A Requirements / Capabilities representation of the information in the Bundle manifest:
i.e. Import-Package, DynamicImport-Package, and Export-Package.
osgi.service - A Requirements / Capabilities representation of the OSGi services used and provided by an OSGi
bundle. This namespace is part of the OSGi compendium and is usually added automatically by tools.
osgi.implementation - Used as a capability to indicate when a bundle implements a feature that is designed
to be used indirectly. A good example is when a bundle implements a whiteboard pattern. In this case there is
no direct package or service link from the consumer to the implementation, and so a requirement for the
osgi.implementation - capability is usually added to the consumer instead. This namespace is part of the OSGi
compendium and is usually added through the use of annotations.
osgi.contract - A Requirements / Capabilities representation of an API contract which does not use semantic
versioning. You will commonly see this used for packages that come from Enterprise Java specifications. This
namespace is part of the OSGi compendium and is usually added through the use bnd’s -contract instruction.
osgi.wiring.bundle - Reflects the information in the bundle headers for the purpose of requiring another
bundle: i.e. a Require-Bundle header creates a wire from the requiring bundle to the required bundle.
osgi.wiring.host - Used to allow a Fragment to attach itself to a host Bundle.
Of these, the last two are concerned with low-level wire-up of the Bundle assembles and can usually be ignored.
For further information see the Framework Namespace Specification and the Common Namespace
Specification.

Of these namespaces the most relevant for BRAIN-IoT project are:
osgi.native [34]
The osgi.native namespace is used to describe the native environment in which the Framework is executing.
An OSGi Framework must provide a capability in the osgi.native namespace that represents the native
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environment in which the Framework is executing. For example, the following capability is provided when
running a 64-bit VM on a Windows 7 machine with the language set to en_US:
Provide-Capability: «
osgi.native; «
osgi.native.osname:List<String>="Windows7,Windows 7,Win7,Win32"; «
osgi.native.osversion:Version="7.0"; «
osgi.native.processor:List<String>="x86-64,amd64,em64t,x86_64"; «
osgi.native.language="en"
Provide-Capability headers in the osgi.native namespace must not be used in a bundle's manifest. Bundles can
require an osgi.native capability which matches the native environment required for the bundle to function
properly, for example:
Require-Capability: «
osgi.native; «
filter:=" «
(& «
(osgi.native.osname~=win32) «
(osgi.native.processor~=x86-64) «
(osgi.native.language~=en) «
)"
In a BRAIN-IoT runtime an appropriate example may be OS specific implementations of Smart Behaviours one version of a behaviour is hosted on a memory constrained ROS platform, and an alternative
implementation hosted on a Linux Server.
osgi.wiring.package [35]
The osgi.wiring.package namespace is used to describe the Java packages that are imported into and exported
from OSGi bundles. Every non-optional import must be matched against an export in order for an OSGi bundle
to be able to load classes.
In BRAIN-IoT the osgi.wiring.package namespace will be used to identify the API packages (and the versions
of those packages) required by a behaviour. Furthermore the imports may contain dependencies on other
libraries (for example Apache Commons Math) which are used in the implementation of the behaviour). It will
be the responsibility of the Behaviour author to provide the necessary dependencies to support their behaviour,
but it will be the responsibility of BRAIN-IoT to ensure that the necessary dependencies are deployed at
runtime.
osgi.service [36] - specifies the Interface / Service offered by the bundle and properties associated with the
Service.
The primary attribute of a service requirement or capability is the interface of the service. This forms the API
contract between the provider and the consumer of the service. There are, however, likely to be many
implementations of the same behaviour interfaces which need to be disambiguated. It is therefore expected
that these behaviours will declare further BRAIN-IoT defined properties used to better identify the purpose of
the service. For example a particular Smart Behaviour might list the appropriate types of thing description for
which it can be used.
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5.2.3

OSGi Metadata & Brain-IoT

The current proposed BRAIN-IoT architecture presumes that:
•
•
•

•

Smart Behaviours will be created and released as OSGi Bundle Artefacts.
The runtime placement of these OSGi artefacts will be in-part constrained by any associated
osgi.native requirements.
Not all Smart Behaviours are concerned with interaction with ‘Physical Things’ - for example a Smart
behaviour may be concerned with anomalous event detection from a data stream, or calculating a
moving average based on several incoming data streams. These BRAIN-IoT cloud services will
interact via the most appropriate Services or Messages.
Smart Behaviours that are required to directly interact with the Physical environment (this can be
achieved) need the ability to load the required TD based on the discovery of a local Thing discovery.

Hence WoT Thing Descriptions are orthogonal concern to OSGi Requirements / Capabilities metadata.
Smart Behaviour Requirements – it will specify the target native runtime requirement via the osgi.native
namespace. i.e. Linux or ROS? Memory constraints?
Smart Behaviour Capabilities - will specify their Capabilities via the osgi.service namespace. The attributes used
to declare these capabilities are as yet undefined but should be defined based on the Brain IoT use cases. The
existing “service.description” property can be used for a human readable description of the service, and the
existing “service.vendor” property can be used to identify the author. Further attributes may be defined to
restrict the category of things for which a behaviour is intended, or even to restrict the behaviour to a specific
thing’s identity (for example a trained neural network will be unsuitable for generic use).
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6

IoT Modelling language (IoT-ML)

Concepts described in the previous sections of this deliverable will be aggregated within a common language
called the IoT Modelling Language (IoT-ML). There currently exists an initial version of IoT-ML which is built
upon the IoT-A [37] architecture framework and abstract meta-model. IoT-A provides key concepts to describe
IoT systems. IoT-ML has been designed as a framework where new IoT domain models, such as those of BRAINIoT, may be integrated.
In this deliverable, we give an overview of the approach upon which IoT-ML has been built. Using a similar
approach, an extension to IoT-ML is proposed to integrate concepts of BRAIN-IoT. The detailed description of
all IoT-ML concepts, with its BRAIN-IoT extensions, will be given in Deliverable D3.5.
In the next section, first IoT-ML is presented, focusing on its UML roots. Some examples will illustrate the IoTML packages organization and concepts relationships. Our approach to extend IoT-ML for BRAIN-IoT is then
described.
6.1

Historic IoT-ML Specification

The IoT-ML was historically built as a UML-based language. Therefore, the examples and figures given in this
section will focus on UML. Later we shall see that within BRAIN-IoT, not all of our domain concepts are to be
integrated as UML concepts.
6.1.1

IoT-ML: from domain models to concrete syntax

The IoT-ML specification, built upon IoT-A, is based on three models at different abstraction levels, showing
more or less refined meta-models. As shown in Figure 23, the IoT-A domain model is the specification of IoTA from which we build IoT-ML. The IoT-A domain model is therefore refined as a UML-integration model called
“UML-IoT-A”. This model represents the domain concepts of IoT-A but with UML metaclasses. The UML-IoT-A
model is then derived into a syntax model as a UML profile. As a reminder, a UML profile contains stereotypes
with attributes that extend UML metaclasses, giving them new syntax and semantics. The UML profile, called
“Profile-IoT-A”, defines the concrete syntax to the IoT-ML for IoT-A. From a user point of view, the Profile-IoTA is the front-end to the IoT-ML.
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Figure 23 - IoT-ML specification with BRAIN-IoT extensions

As shown in Figure 24, the syntax of IoT-ML imports the syntax of UML metaclasses and uses stereotypes from
the standard MARTE and SysML profiles. Indeed, IoT-ML has stereotypes that inherit the properties of MARTE
stereotypes for real-time embedded system modelling, and the properties of SysML stereotypes for system
and requirements modelling. Some stereotypes of MARTE and SysML are also used as-is without the need to
specialize them.
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Figure 24 - IoT-ML imports of UML, MARTE and SysML

6.1.1

IoT-ML hardware modelling

Let us now illustrate an example of IoT hardware domain modelling with IoT-ML. Figure 25 shows how
hardware packages of the UML-IoT-A refine the IoT-A hardware packages. The figure also shows how the UMLIoT-A hardware packages are derived into Profile-IoT-A hardware profiles that import MARTE Hardware
Resource Modelling (HRM) profiles.
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Figure 25 - Hardware packages of IoT-ML

Figure 26 gives an example of some concepts in the actuator package of the UML-IoT-A hardware packages.
Grey elements are domain model elements. White elements are UML integration model elements, which extend
UML met classes in blue. Yellow elements are profile elements. Generalization relationships are arrows with
white triangles, refinements are dashed arrows with the refine keyword, derivations are dashed arrows with the
derive keyword.

Figure 26 - Actuator concepts of IoT-ML
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For example, in Figure 22, the IoT-A domain’s actuator concept is refined as an UML integration model’s
Actuator, which is modelled in UML as a Classifier. As such, the UML integration model’s Actuator is derived as
the HWActuator stereotype of MARTE because this stereotype models a hardware actuator and it extends the
Classifier metaclass. For the case of the actuator, we did not need to specialize further the HWActuator
stereotype of MARTE with a generalization relationship. HWActuator is simply imported into the profile.
The next section describes our approach to extend the current IoT-ML with concepts of BRAIN-IoT.
6.2

IoT-ML extensions for BRAIN-IoT

In order to model concepts described in this deliverable, the existing IoT-ML must be extended. Figure 27
shows the integration of BRAIN-IoT concepts into the current IoT-ML.

Figure 27 - Integration of BRAIN-IoT concepts in IoT-ML
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Our extension consists in first proposing a BRAIN-IoT specification as a new domain model, hereafter called
“BRAIN-IoT”. The BRAIN-IoT domain model describes the concepts mentioned in this deliverable.
The BRAIN-IoT domain model is then refined by several integration models. In this deliverable we focus on
UML and WoT integration models, although other integration models may be proposed as the project
progresses (e.g., OSGi, BIP). For example, the UML-BRAIN-IoT integration model refines the BRAIN-IoT
concepts as UML metaclasses. The UML-BRAIN-IoT model may also import existing concepts from the UMLIoT-A model. On the other hand, some concepts of BRAIN-IoT may be instead refined as a WoT-BRAIN-IoT
integration model, using WoT metaclasses. Some concepts of BRAIN-IoT may be both refined as UML and WoT
metaclasses. For example, the Thing Description in WoT has a data structure that can be modelled in UML as
a classifier with attributes. In case of an overlap, the UML metaclasses are abstractions of the WoT metaclasses,
creating a bijective mapping. Note that such mappings can serve as model transformation rules.
UML-BRAIN-IoT integration model is derived as an equivalent UML profile called Profile-BRAIN-IoT, which may
import stereotypes from Profile-IoT-A. Similarly, the WoT-BRAIN-IoT integration model is derived as JSONbased structures called JSON-BRAIN-IoT. The general syntax of IoT-ML is then derived from both concrete
syntax languages.
The details of the sub-packages of BRAIN-IoT domain, integration, and syntax models, their concepts, and their
relationships, will be described in Deliverable D3.5.
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7

Conclusions

The aim of this deliverable is to report the IoT-ML modelling approach for Brain-IoT cross-platform
interoperability by designing IoT-ML. We followed the process starting from modelling requirements, identify
what should be modelled, list state of the art of the current possible technologies, and build a IoT-ML
framework by combining all the concerns investigated that will embrace the Brain-IoT domain.
Overall, we identified three aspects that should be modelled, semantic for data interoperability, behaviour
modelling for meeting the requirements in Intelligent decentralized IoT systems, capacity modelling for OSGI
dependency management as well as dynamic deployments. However, what we did in this deliverable is not
sufficient to define a concrete IoT-ML approach, there is still plenty of work has been done in the future since
there is a lack of intense integration between each individual modelling part. We particularly believe that the
work conducted in this deliverable will be a cornerstone for the continuing process.
As a plan for the next steps regarding T3.1, the key challenge will be the concrete integration between each
modelling aspect and IoT-ML framework, the detailed work that will be conducted is as follows:
•
•
•
•

integrate WoT with the IoT-ML initial framework.
find the link between DR-BIP, Smart Behaviour modelling, OSGi artefacts.
investigate and merge data interoperability approach with WoT.
identify potential missing aspects needed to be modelled.

Knowledge gained during the initial investigation, described in the above sections, will be extended and
applied to design the concrete IoT-ML which will be documented in D3.5.
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Acronyms
Acronym

Explanation

IoT-ML

IoT modelling language

WOT

Web of Things

SWE

Sensor Web Enablement

DR-BIP

Dynamic Reconfigurable BIP
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